This paper is a modified version of my acceptance lecture for the 1986 SPL-Insight Award. It turned into something of a personal credo -describing my view of the nature of AI the potential social benefit of applied AI the importance of basic AI research the role of logic and the methodology of rational construction the interplay of applied and basic AI research, and the importance of funding basic AI.
INTRODUCTION
Near my home in Edinburgh are the Forth Road Bridge and the Forth Rail Bridge: two of the great triumphs of the industrial revolution. The Rail Bridge has been in daily use since 1890 (Mackay 1985) . 200 trains cross each day. Thousands of cars have crossed the Road Bridge each day since it was opened in 1964. The people in these trains and cars put their lives in the hands of the bridges' designers and builders -nor is this trust misplaced. It would not have been possible to build bridges of this size, nor to place trust in their robustness, were it not for both the art and science of structural engineering. Today we are in the opening stages of a new revolution: one based on information technology rather than physical technology. I want to talk about one aspect of that revolution: the new discipline of artificial intelligence (AI) and its applications to expert systems. AI is the building of computer programs which emulate human intelligence, i.e. the striving to create programs that equal or excede human intelligence without necessarily achieving that intelligence in the same way as humans. In 1986 we are nowhere near achieving that goal, but we can build computer programs that rival human intelligence in narrow areas of expertise, for instance, medical diagnosis or mechanical trouble shooting. Such programs can be commercially useful in medicine, industry, education, defence etc. They are called expert systems. Our current expert systems are mere footbridges across village streams. Useful for people who like to travel in style, but not essential if you are prepared to get your feet wet. Many disease diagnosis systems have been built, but they are usually for a narrow range of diseases and are not yet in widespread use in hospitals or consulting-rooms. Many companies have built fault diagnosis systems, but these are mostly for in-house use on a small piece of machinery. Similar remarks could be made about other kinds of expert systems. Most of the interest in expert systems is not because of their proven capability, but because of their potential. Many people recognise the tremendous benefits that could be brought to industry, government, medicine, education, voluntary groups and ordinary people in their homes, by the easy and cheap availability of knowledge on a wide range of topics. Particularly so if a computer was available to help you find just the knowledge you wanted and then to help you apply it to your problem. How many of our problems arise because we are ignorant, e.g. because we do not know how to cure our sickness, or how to become richer, or whether our rights are being infringed, or where to go for help? The information we require is known, but it is hidden from us in legal or medical tomes, or in the heads of professionals. A Third World farmer may have plants decimated by disease, but not know what the disease is nor how to cure it. This knowledge may not be available in the farmer's village at all, or not at an affordable price. An expert system for diagnosing plant diseases could assist in identifying the disease and curing it for a reasonable cost. Some unemployed people do not have enough money to support themselves. Although they might be entitled to more benefits, they may not be claiming them because they lack access to independent advice. An expert system onDHSS regulations might advise them on their rights and how to go about claiming them. A group of objectors to a planning application might feel lost in the maze of regulations that they have to cope with to phrase their objections. An expert system might help them locate the relevant parts of those regulations and then assist them in building their case. A small company designing a new widget might not be able to afford the investment in time and effort required to make the widget as efficient, and hence as competitive, as possible. An expert system might assist them in the design by interfacing to mathematical modelling packages, giving expert advice on the design choices etc. thus enabling them to make a competitive product. It is not a coincidence that my examples all involve the small, the weak and the poor: I believe that these are the groups with most to gain from the provision of cheap information and advice. Expert systems could speed the provision of true equality and democracy. Of course, all new technological advances have the potential for both good and bad applications. I have emphasised the good applications, but the same technology could also be used to take power away from ordinary people and give it to an elite, or even lodge it with the computer systems themselves. We need to be aware of both the potential benefits and dangers of expert systems, and try to encourage the benefits and avoid the dangers. I am an optimist. I believe the good will outweigh the bad -at least in the long term. Before the benefits of expert systems can be fully realised, more work is required to extend the range of their application, to improve their interface to the user, and to guarantee their reliability. What we need is not just expert" systems like village footbridges, but expert systems like the Forth Bridges. What made the building of the Forth Rail and Road Bridges possible was the development of structural engineering science. The techniques of current structural engineering include a lot of scientific knowledge about the properties of materials and about the way these properties are inherited by composite structures like bridges. This knowledge can be used reliably to predict the behaviour of a large structure without the need to build and test it. Hence it can be used to design a bridge to some specification. It specification. It can be used to explore new designs, to match them against this specification and to have faith in the results. Similarly, we need to make AI into an engineering science: we need scientific knowledge about AI so that we can design large, usable and reliable expert systems. But before we can gain this scientific knowledge we need first to understand what form it would take. Therefore we need to understand what kind of discipline AI is.
THE NATURE OF AI
Some people pursue AI research with the intention of building useful applications for commercial, military, educational, etc. use. I will call such research applied AL 1 Other people pursue AI research with the intention of modelling human intelligence. Such research is usually called cognitive science or computational psychology. However, much AI research does not fall into either of these camps. Indeed, until the recent interest in applied AI, the vast majority of AI fell outside these camps. I shall call this third camp basic AL 2 The aim of basic AI is to develop computational techniques with the potential for emulating intelligence. We want to invent new such techniques, improve them and discover their properties and relationships to other techniques. We do not want to be concerned immediately with whether this is how humans do things. Nor do we want to have to justify our new techniques on commercial grounds. AI techniques developed in the past include: algorithms, for instance resolution, used for automatic deduction; formalisms, for instance situation calculus, used for representing changes caused by actions; organisational schemes, for instance the blackboard architecture, used to coordinate the interaction of several programs and knowledge elicitation techniques, for instance protocol analysis, used to extract the reasoning that people use to solve a problem.
Basic AI is a little like applied mathematics, which develops mathematical techniques with the potential for modelling the physical world, but independent of any specific application. It is also a little like 'pure' engineering, which develops new engineering techniques, but without trying to sell the test rig as a product. In this analogy applied AI is like applied engineering and cognitive science is like physics. Hence we can expect basic AI to continue to grow by the gradual discovery and development of new techniques, just as applied mathematics and engineering continue to grow. The application of these techniques to expert systems will produce a steady improvement in their power, range and reliability. There will not be a single identifiable event: 'the invention of artificial intelligence' to which we could assign a date. We cannot expect a brief period of accelerated funding to produce all the techniques that we require. We cannot expect the discovery of 'Laws of Nature' in basic AI, just as we would not expect them in applied mathematics or engineering. However, discoveries 1Elsewhere I have called it technological AI. 2Elsewhere (Bundy, 1983 ) I have called it mainstream AL about human or animal minds might be discovered in cognitive science: the application of basic AI to psychology.
EXPLORATORY PROGRAMMING
One complication is that basic AI is often pursued by trying to build a computer program in a trial and error fashion to do some intelligent task. We call this exploratory programming. This is rather like trying to build a village footbridge by gathering some big stones and trying to stack them up in an arc. Sometimes a new technique will emerge from this process, albeit in a messy and ad hoe form. For instance, the exploratory bridge builder might discover that if the stones are all wedge-shaped and point inwards then the arc is self-supporting. One should not mistake such programs for commercial products -they are too limited and fragile, and have poor user interfaces. Nor should one see the research as completea further stage of formal analysis and rational construction is required to identify the new techniques in a form that can be used in future programs. This is like recognising that the shape of the stones in a successful arc is not an accident, but crucial to its success, understanding why this is so, generalising the technique, and using it to build a new bridge. Applied AI mixes well understood techniques with ad hoe ones: it mixes science and art. This is true of bridge building too. Without the art the bridge would never be finished, but because of it bridges sometimes fall down. In 1882 the Tay Bridge fell down. Not enough science had gone into its design. The lessons learnt from this disaster went into the design of the Forth Rail Bridge: the early designs (by Thomas Bouch, the Tay Bridge designer) were scrapped. The suspension bridge design was replaced by a new cantilever design from the Far East. Its cast-iron construction was thought to be suspect and was replaced with the new steel. Considerable safety margins were built in. All manner of tests were carried out on models of the design. Similar lessons from the Tacoma Narrows suspension bridge disaster went into the design of the Forth Road Bridge. During the building of the Forth Bridges all sorts of new tricks were learnt. For instance, the Forth Bridge builders learnt how to use the built bridge as scaffolding for the new, because they could not construct scaffolding founded on the river surface. The builders invented a new riveting machine and a new hydraulic spade for digging the river bed. Building bigger and more reliable bridges and expert systems requires turning art into science. This process involves learning both from failure and success. In each case we must come to understand the reason for the failure or success before we can learn from it: why did the Tay Bridge fall down? What was it about cast iron that made it unsuitable, and why might steel avoid these problems? Why might a cantilever design be better than a suspension one? Can the new riveting machine and hydraulic spade be tidied up into products applicable to future building projects?
Similarly, basic AI must attend to the failure and successes of both exploratory programming and the commercial products of applied AI. It must understand the reasons for both success and failure and must rationally construct ad hoc techniques so that the success is repeated on a wider range of problems and failure is avoided. How is this to be done?
THE ROLE OF LOGIC
In understanding successes and failures in bridge building, algebraic and differential equations play a crucial role. More generally, equations have played a fundamental role in physics, applied mathematics and engineering. Mathematics is also important in AI. The branch of mathematics that has proved most fruitful is logic. Logic has been used for representing knowledge and inference in all subfields of AI. It is used both directly as a representation language for knowledge, and indirectly as a theoretical tool for the analysis and rational reconstruction of ad hoc techniques, and for the comparison of alternative formalisms. When using equations to represent physical phenomena, physicists were not restricted to the known types of equation. For instance, Newton and Leibniz invented the differential and integral calculus in order to represent rates of change, because algebraic equations were inadequate to the task. Similarly, AI researchers are not restricted to known types of logic. Since known logics were not able to represent 'making default assumptions' and 'jumping to conclusions', McCarthy, Reiter, McDermott and Doyle have invented default logics. There is also work on special logics for time, belief and uncertainty.
Default logics were invented by rationally reconstructing the ad hoe techniques used in many exploratory AI programs for representing default reasoning. If I tell you the Tay Bridge was completed in 1878 then you will assume, by default, that it is still standing. If I then tell you that it fell down in 1879 then you will withdraw your default assumption and assume, by default, that it is not still standing. If I then tell you that it has been rebuilt since, you will restore your assumption that there is now a Tay Bridge. This is default reasoning. Exactly what kinds of jumping to a conclusion are justified? Which assumptions should be withdrawn when something new is learnt? These are the questions to be answered by a default logic. What makes logic such a powerful tool? Logics provide not just a language in which to write knowledge, but a systematic way of relating this language to the real world being represented -called a semantics, This semantics gives the logic user a way of checking the correctness of the representation, and a way of checking the correctness of the programs for manipulating the representation. For instance, a deduction program should generate all the logical consequences of the knowledge represented and only the logical consequences. Terms like 'logical consequences' can be given a precise mathematical meaning and the correctness of the program can be proved. If you use this deduction program in an application you will have a guarantee of what it will and will not do. You can safely build a large program and know that it will behave reliably -that it will only generate logical consequences of what it has been told, and that what it was told is what you intended it to be told. We should not be over-confident about this state of affairs. What you told it may not be what you should have told it. Some of the logical consequences of what you told it may surprise you; mathematics is full of surprises. And it may not be logical consequences that you really wanted to have generated. But deduction programs are sometimes useful and their authors do have some control over what they are able to do. Contrast this with a program made from ad hoc techniques. Such a program may work well on a few toy examples, but this offers no assurance about how it will behave on other examples, particularly on big complex ones. It may not work at all, or it may produce results diametrically opposed to those you wanted. It is a bit like trying to build the Forth Road Bridge by scaling up the village footbridge. In order to accelerate the use of logic within AI (and elsewhere in Computer Science), some of us have proposed to the Science and Engineering Research Council that they run a Specially Promoted Programme in Logic for Information Technology. This would fund logicians to work closely with computer scientists in the application of logic to AI. We hope that this will lead to the deeper understanding of existing AI techniques, an increase in their power and range, and the development of new techniques, all based on a solid theoretical foundation.
DReaM INSPIRES INDUSTRY
My research group at Edinburgh University uses logic to build computer programs which emulate mathematical reasoning. We call our research programme the DReaM Project, for Discovery and Reasoning in Mathematics (Bundy 1985) .
Logic has long been used for representing mathematical formulae and deductions with such formulae. We have also used it to represent the process of controlling the search for proof, the learning of new knowledge and the formation of mathematical representations of informally stated problems.
Traditional approaches to automatic theorem proving give a language for representing mathematical formulae: the axioms which define a mathematical theory and the theorems which are proved from them. They also give a language for representing proofs: the chains of deduction that connect axioms to theorems. But they say nothing about how to discover these proofs, beyond trying to string together chains of deductions in all possible ways. They merely sanction a program to apply one axiom to a second, the result to a third, and so on, in the hope that it will stumble on the theorem we wanted to have proved. What is needed is a way to guide the search for a proof.
In my group, we have developed such a search guidance technique, which we call rneta-level inference. Meta-level inference uses automatic reasoning to find a solution method appropriate for solving the current problem. It analyses the current problem to identify its key properties. This analysis is then used to find an appropriate method of solution, which is then applied. This process of analysis and method finding can itself be regarded as a process of inference, but at a higher level m hence the name meta-level inference.
We have written a program, Press, which embodies these ideas, (Sterling et al 1982) . It solves equations from GCE A-level 3 mathematics papers. Press's analysis of an equation might reveal only two occurrences of the unknown x a long way apart. It might decide to move these closer together and merge them and then isolate the resulting single occurrence on one side of the equation. Alternatively, the analysis might reveal the two occurrences of x to be within similar expressions, e.g. both within trigonometric expressions. Press might then decide to rewrite these two expressions until they were identical and then replace them both with a new unknown, y. By this means, Press is able to solve 83% of A-level equations --enough for a high grade, if the paper was confined to equation solving.
3GCE A-level is an examination taken by English and Welsh 18 years old school pupils as an entrance qualification for university.
Meta-level inference separates the factual knowledge from the guidance knowledge, allowing each to be changed without disrupting the other. Such changes may take place automatically. We have devised automatic learning techniques for learning both new factual and new guidance knowledge from examples.
An extension of Press, called LP, (Silver 1984) , which stands for Learning Press, can improve its abilities by learning from text book examples. Given a worked solution of an equation it cannot currently solve, it analyses the solution and tries to explain not only which algebraic rule justifies each step, but also which solution method has suggested that step rather than some other. In the interesting case there will be a step that it cannot explain with any existing method. It then invents a new method to explain that step. It assumes that the new method prepares the equation for the following method. LP analyses the before and after equations to see what properties, needed by the following method, were caused by the new method. For instance, the following method may require only one occurrence of x, and the new method may reduce the occurrences from two to one. This analysis enables a description of the new method to be built and added to LP. In this way LP has been able to learn for itself versions of each of the methods of Press and also some new methods not built into Press. In its most learned state it can solve 91% of A-level equations.
Note that LP's analytic abilities depend on the methods it has learnt to date. Each new method learnt enables it to learn yet more new methods, but they cannot be learnt in any order. Each method is rather like a section of the Forth Rail Bridge: serving both as a piece of bridge and as scaffolding for the next piece. Some methods must already be in place before others can be successfully learnt.
At the moment we are applying these techniques to the automatic synthesis of programs. The writing of a program to some specification can be represented mathematically as the task of proving a theorem. Often these proofs are by mathematical induction. We are looking for proof plans to guide the search for these proofs and looking at how new proof plans might be learnt from old proofs.
We have also looked at the task of forming a mathematical representation of a problem. Our program, Mecho, solves A-level mechanics problems stated in English, . Again it uses meta-level inference to guide the process of extracting equations from a logical representation of the configuration of pulleys, strings, weights and wedges.
This mechanics work has led us to a new class of expert system, what we call intelligent front ends. The purpose of intelligent front ends is to allow people to use a computer program, even when they do not understand the mathematics or other theoretical ideas that underlie it. For instance, an intelligent front end might guide a psychologist in the use of a statistics program. The intelligent front end has a dialogue with the user to extract the problem in the user's terms, e,g. a description of a psychological experiment. This problem description is represented in a logical language, from which a mathematical representation is extracted. This mathematical representation is used to run the computer program.
Our program, Eco, is an intelligent front end for an ecological modelling system, (Uschold et al 1984) . Ecologists can use differential equations to simulate an ecological situation, e.g. a sheep farm, a dam and its surroundings or a food chain. These differential equations can be solved numerically to predict the future given some initial state. This might enable a sheep farmer to calculate the optimum use of fields and food to maximise the profit of the farm. It might enable the environmental effects of a dam to be predicted. It might enable the path of radiation through the food chain to be traced.
However, differential equations and numerical programming are dosed books to most ecologists, sheep farmers etc., and they are unable to make use of such ecological modelling tools, even though they are potentially very valuable to them. Eco enables ecologists to describe their model using a graphical interface to an underlying logical language of ecological objects and ecological relationships. They receive automatic advice about how to build the model and make choices on ecological grounds, e.g. 'Should I take temperature into account when modelling photosynthesis?'. Eco is currently only a research vehicle built by exploratory programming, but we hope eventually to base commercial products on it, and by this means to make it easier for people who are manipulating the environment to do so in a more rational way.
Thus we see that the use of logic extends to emulating the mathematical reasoning tasks of: guiding search, learning new proof methods and formalising problems.
How does this work assist applied AI? A team at Hewlett Packard in Bristol are investigating the use of meta-tevel inference in the building of large, robust and long-lived expert systems. The factual knowledge containedjn such an expert system might change over its lifetime, as the user's circumstances change. The guidance knowledge may also change, as the user thinks of new things to do with the factual knowledge. In both cases we want the system to continue to work to specification. Meta-level inference promises this flexibility. More ad hoc techniques do not. Here is an example of the way in which better understood AI techniques can lead to bigger and more robust expert systems; of the way in which academic dreams can inspire industry.
DREAMING SPIRES/INDUSTRY
Although one finds some commercial products emerging from academia and some basic research done in industry, the normal pattern is, as above, of academics doing basic research and industry applying it. There are obviously good reasons for this division of labour. Industry will only survive if it makes a profit. Basic research tends not to yield an immediate profit. If it is published in the open literature it may yield a profit for your rivals rather than for you. Academics thrive by publication. Applied research tends not to yield good publications. The natural relationship is a symbiotic one in which industry uses the basic research of academia and turns it into commercial products, and academia uses the art in these commercial products as a basis for further basic research. Nurtured by the Alvey and Esprit programmes, this symbiotic relationship has worked well in European AI. Alvey and Esprit have brought us together for workshops and in joint projects. The path of true technology transfer has not always run smooth -we have had our tiffs -but it has been productive. To see this one only has to look at the number of commercial products which began life as academic research vehicles, but went through a process of development and polishing. A close technical relationship requires a close geographical relationship. One cannot easily hold joint workshops and run joint projects with people in another country, and especially not in another time zone. Without such joint events one loses the opportunity for the detailed and deep interaction during which technology is transferred. European industry could not get its basic AI research from America. It would find itself not understanding that research soon enough or deeply enough. It would find American basic research unresponsive to its needs. It would find itself outclassed by American industry, which would not be suffering these disadvantages. Therefore, basic AI research must be funded in Britain and elsewhere in Europe.
CONCLUSION
AI is an engineering discipline. Its role is to develop techniques which can be used to build intelligent programs. The processes of technique development and program building are tightly interacting ones: improved techniques lead to more powerful programs; successful (and unsuccessful) programs contain the seeds of new techniques. Sometines AI programs are also used to model human intelligence. Sometimes they become products, e.g. expert systems. Expert systems have enormous potential to improve the quality of life, but this has, so far, only been partially realised. To realise it fully, we need to be able to build bigger and more reliable systems with better user interfaces. We will not be able to achieve these improvements without progress in basic AI. I have argued the importance of basic AI research, not just because it can provide new computational techniques for the next round of expert systems, but also because it can lead us to a deeper understanding of existing knowledge-engineering practice. What was an art will become a science. This will enable us to build bigger applications and to be better able to predict their behaviour and, thus, to rely on them. In this task of understanding the ad hoc techniques of current practice, we are aided by the tools of mathematics, particularly mathematical logic. My own research has been particularly concerned with the formal analysis of such ad hoc techniques and their rational reconstruction with the aid of mathematical logic. It is vital for the future health of the British and other European economies that they do not put all their AI research eggs in the one basket of short term applications. Without support for basic research we will rapidly reach the limit of what we can do in terms of the ability, size and reliability of the applications we can build. It is also vital for those in basic research to be aware of short term applications. The 'art' in these can often provide important examples of ad hoe techniques ripe for formal analysis and rational reconstruction. The Alvey and Esprit Programmes have built a bridge between academia and industry and promoted this two-way interaction between basic and applied AI. This bridge continues to require support at both ends.
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